Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
he use of 3D image processing has increased in the last decade for medical applications. Clinicians have to navigate, view, analyze, segment, and interpret a growing number of multi dimensional and multi resolution images. Visual analysis of the whole image stack is subjective and time consuming owing to increasing data volumes as well as image characteristics' variability in terms of noise, contrast, texture and resolution. Automated analysis of all this multi modality information may thus potentially improve overall patient management. Statistical approaches have been proven useful for the design of robust and efficient processing and analysis methods. Resorting to a Bayesian scheme based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM) is attractive when dealing with a large number of observations. These models owe their flexibility to their ability to simultaneously take into account inter-and intrascale spatial Markov statistical dependencies as well as in terms of estimating in a non-supervised manner model's parameters. This work presents the development of a statistical multi resolution framework under a Markovian assumption, in order to address multi modality image analysis tasks. In this work the developed model was tested in Positron Emission Tomography/Computed Tomography (PET/CT) denoising and segmentation tasks.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. STATISTICAL INFERENCE
From a statistical point of view, the spatial dependencies between hidden random variables were first introduced as contextual priors. This introduction in statistical imaging makes each voxel labeling dependent on all of the others, which might lead to computational limitation issues. Nevertheless, when dealing with the Markovian assumption, this prior is usually formulated so that the conditional probability of a voxel label, given the labeling of all the other voxels, is reduced to the conditional probability given only the labeling of the neighboring voxels. Recently, it has been suggested to replace such purely spatial priors with Markov Tree priors, in which connections between variables are no longer handled only within the image voxels grid but also across scales. Thanks to its remarkable properties (multi observation and multi resolution joint statistics, as illustrated in Fig. 1 ) such a model (Hidden Markov Tree, HMT) [1] can provide fast computation, improved robustness and an effective interpretational process when handling the whole observed data simultaneously. The HMT model is defined as follows: let S be a finite set of points and X=(X s ) s S , Y=(Y s ) s S two stochastic processes indexed on S. Each X s takes its values finite set of classes Ω={ω 1,.., ω k } and Y s takes its values in the set of observations (real values). Let S 1 , ..., S R be a partition of S representing different "generations". Each s S admits s S (called his "children") in such a way that every element of t S has a unique "parent" t S such that s s. We assume that S 1 is a singleton so as its element S r is called "root"). X is a Markov tree if:
A. HIDDEN MARKOV TREE (HMT)
The likelihood of the observations y conditionally on x is expressed as the following product (assuming conditional independence):
The parameters of the HMT are estimated thanks to the iterative Stochastic Expectation Maximization (SEM) algorithm [2] . Modes of Posterior Marginal (MPM) [3] inference is performed using the marginal posteriors which are computed exactly by propagating information first from the "leaves" to the "root", and then in the inverse direction.
III. APPLICATIONS
A. Wavelet-Contourlet based PET Denoising
The developed framework was firstly evaluated for PET denoising. On the one hand, Wavelet based methods exploit observation-based transforms at different resolutions in order to better describe the whole observed information [4] . The major drawback of Wavelets is their limited ability in capturing directional information. On the other hand, the Contourlet transform [5] has emerged as an efficient tool able to capture the intrinsic geometrical structures such as smooth contours thanks to a high degree of directionality and anisotropy. This transform is however not optimal for isotropic structures, contrary to Wavelets. Consequently, an approach combining both transforms may lead to optimal performance. In this work the multiobservation aspect of the proposed HMT was exploited in order to associate both Wavelets and Contourlets coefficients to each voxel ( Fig.1 ), leading to a Wavelet-Contourlet Denoising (WCD).The proposed approach was carried out on realistic Monte Carlo simulations of the IEC phantom (a cylinder containing six spheres with diameters from 10 to 37 mm, and filled with 18 F). Fig. 2 illustrates an example of WCD denoising results for one case 8:1, 4×4×4m 3 , 20 million coincidences, compared with Wavelet Denoising (WD), Contourlet Denoising (CD) and the Gaussian filtering. Visual analysis of the difference results demonstrated that the boundaries of the cylinder and spheres were better preserved with CD and WCD than with WD that led to more loss of structural integrity. Mean ± SD of measurements (Fig. 3 ) assessed through the different spheres' sizes demonstrated that a significant signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) increase was obtained with all the methods, however WCD was the one better preserving original intensities and contrast values. Thus, the proposed approach (WCD) led to the best trade-off between SNR improvement and quantitative bias. 
B. Multi modal (PET/CT) image segmentation
Image segmentation is an essential step in radiotherapy treatment planning. Clinicians manually delineate CT images fused with PET [6] , in order to define the gross tumor volume (GTV). Manual delineation is a time consuming process prone to inter-and intra-observer variability. On the other hand, segmentation of lesions based on only one image modality when multiple complementary ones (PET, CT, MR) are available is also limited. In this work, we investigated the possibility to automate such a process by exploiting the HMT multi resolution framework to associate high resolution CT with lower resolution PET images (see Fig.1 ). The proposed segmentation results were carried out on three clinical multi modal dataset images (PET, CT). In the absence of realistic simulated CT images and other surrogate of truth such as histopathology volumes, the validation of the approach consisted in comparing HMT multimodal segmentation of the tumor with a statistical consensus of manual delineations performed by several radiation oncologists on fused PET/CT images. Results show a satisfactory agreement between the consensus of manual contours and our automated result (Fig.  4-5 ). As shown in TABLE I, WCD segmentation over the two datasets led to errors below 25% (table I) . In this work, we developed a flexible framework based on HMT for multi modal image processing and analysis and demonstrated its exploitation for two different image processing applications, namely mono modal PET image denoising through the combination of two different spatiofrequential transforms, and multimodal PET/CT image tumor delineation. PET image denoising was performed within the HMT by exploiting its multi observation property, allowing the consideration of both Wavelets and Contourlets simultaneously in the model, with improved results relative to wavelet or contourlet denoising only. Multi modality tumor segmentation was performed by exploiting the hierarchical property of the HMT, allowing associating the high resolution CT image at the leafs of the tree, and the lower resolution PET image at the next higher scale in the tree. Future work will focus on exploiting this HMT model for PET/MR and PET multi tracer information, in addition to the use of Pairwise Markov Tree (PMT) [1] combined with evidence theory [7] . Validation of the PET/CT segmentation on datasets with histopathological reference will be also presented.
